
EDITORIAL

The Refereeing Process at Theatre Survey

The Executive Committee has asked me to say something to readers
about how the Editorial Board of Theatre Survey works. There are many
ways to set up the relations between an editorial board and an editor, so
many that no one can tell by looking at the product what pattern a given
journal or a university press follows. I will start by reviewing some of the
arrangements I am aware of and then go on to discuss the board of this
journal in particular.

A few journals have no editorial board at all, and there are editors
who still undertake to do most or all of their own refereeing, though
fewer operate this way now than once did. Some maintain an editorial
board without using it for any purpose other than to decorate the
masthead. I have served on two such boards myself, without knowing at
the outset that either would function that way. A common variant of that
pattern is to use members of a large editorial board as specialist readers
when their expertise is appropriate. If no relevant submissions appear, a
board member may not be called on at all. I have also served on boards
that were expected simply to rubber-stamp all decisions of the editor
without discussion. One discovers this design only when a member tries
to contest a decision instead of endorsing it.

Some journals have all members of the editorial board read all
submissions that pass a preliminary screening and decide at an annual
meeting which pieces to accept for publication. This process seems
unduly time-consuming, costly, and labor-intensive for a small society, not
to mention the fact that such a board may not have resident experts on
the many subjects ASTR members write about. While this design holds
out the possibility of democratization, appointments to any board
determine how wide-ranging it will in fact be. This arrangement also
presumes a larger supply of potentially-publishable material than I have
been seeing, and is probably practical only for a much larger organization
that ASTR.

The Editorial Board of Theatre Survey at present consists of four
people, who, however competent, are not enough to provide expert
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Powers of high, low, and middle justice come with the job, but I believe
ASTR has built enough safeguards into the system that no editor can
elude them for long.

—JM
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